


	
	
	
	

	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Cadgewith	Farms 
Newsletter 	 Privacy 

We would like to take a moment to thank 
everyone for their concern regarding their 
neighbors. However, it is against the law 
for us to give you information regarding 
the residents in the community. We are 

asking that you do not call the office to get 
information. We must respect our resident 
and their family so will refrain from giving 

out personal information.   

Pool  
 

Just a few reminders for the swimming 
pool.  

 
• Please make sure that you are 

signing in every time that you are 
using the pool. This is a State of 
Michigan Law that we all need to 
comply with.  

• Residents must accompany their 
guests. You may not leave them 
there without you. If you must leave 
than your guest must leave too. 

Office Closed 
The office will be closed on Monday July 
3rd and Tuesday July 4th to observe the 

holiday. We will be open regular hours on 
Wednesday. Since we will not be open the 
1st Monday in July we will not be flushing 

the hydrants this month. 
	

Cadgewith Farms Directory 
Our updated directory is ready to be 

picked up in our office from 9 am – 12 pm. 
With many new faces in the community, it 

is a great way to get to know your 
neighbors. 
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2016 Consumer Confidence 
Report 

The 2016 Cadgewith Farms Consumer 
Confidence Report is now available to all 
our residents. We have it posted on our 
website at cadgewithfarmsinfo.com. You 
can also read a hard copy of the report in 
our lobby. If you would like a printed copy 
please contact our office at 517-371-1101 

to have one ready for you. We do not have 
them ready so you will need to call ahead. 

Contact Post Cards 
We want to thank everyone who turned in 
their contact post cards to our office, by 

the deadline.  The lucky winners got some 
free groceries on us. Make sure to 

congratulate your neighbors. 
 

309 Banberry South 
323 St. Ives South 

319 Banberry South 
11 Ashleigh Court 
304 St. Ives South 



	

The Smarter Way to Water Your Lawn 
Follow these eight tips for healthy grass with a deep, strong root 
system. 

Water in the Morning 

The a.m. is the best time to water the lawn because the air is cooler and there's usually not much wind to 
blow the droplets. In the middle of the day, water evaporates too quickly. And in the evenings, water can 
cling to the blades of grass overnight, which can cause lawn diseases. "My pet peeve is when people water 
at six o'clock or later in the evening," Maurer says. "The water sits there and promotes fungus. A wet lawn 
at night is the perfect condition for fungus to grow." Along with mowing the grass too short, he says, 
watering at night is about the worst thing to do for a lawn. 

Homeowners who can't water in the mornings before work should do it on a weekend morning, he advises. 
"The best time is early in the morning: 4 a.m. to 10 a.m.," he says. 

Soak 6 Inches Into the Soil 

Water long enough to moisten the soil about 6 inches down, which is the depth of a healthy grass root 
system. To see how far the moisture seeps down, check the soil every 15 minutes during the first watering. 
"The best way to test is to take a shovel and lift up the sod," Maurer says. 

Time how long it takes the water to work its way that far into the ground, then water for that duration every 
time you turn on the hose. "Each lawn has different soil. You have to water for your property," Maurer 
says. 

Use Pulsating Sprinklers, Not Oscillating Ones 

Built-in lawn sprinklers are the best systems for watering the grass. "This is the most efficient system and 
will pay for itself in the long run," Maurer explains. "Over the years, if you're planning on staying in the 
house, it's worth the investment." 

But for homeowners who don't have an in-ground irrigation system and don't want to invest in one, he says, 
a pulsating, revolving sprinkler hooked up to a garden hose is the next best choice for an established lawn 
(for a new lawn, see the next tip). The sprinkler shoots out the water horizontally at a high velocity so it's 
not as vulnerable to wind and evaporation as oscillating types, which spray the water straight up. 

Water Twice a Week, Max 

Maurer recommends watering clay soils once a week and sandy soils about every three days. "People think 
they need to water the lawn like they water their landscape plants. They want to water for 15 minutes every 
day," he points out. "You don't want to over-water. Most people think more water is better. But it's not." 

Too much watering can lead to fungus and a shallow root system; fewer waterings encourage the roots to 
grow deeper. "You want to train the roots to go down deep into the soil," he says. "I'm telling my customers 
if you're going to water, water every three to seven days once we hit summer. Water deeply and water 
infrequently." 
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